Five Seek Presidency
As SG Campaign Starts

As the campaign began yesterday for next week's SG elections, five candidates were in the running for the Student Government Presidency although one was rumored to have withdrawn.

Bob Levine, originally running for Treasurer on the Independent Reform Party (IRP) ticket, submitted a withdrawal petition in the Treasurer's race last Friday, and was replaced in the Treasurer's race by SG President Ted Brown.

Levine was later said to have dropped out of the contest, although he would neither confirm nor deny this, and election agency authorities had received no word regarding a possible withdrawal of an SG candidate.

President John F. Kennedy May Speak Here

The last remaining obstacle to the full establishment of the new SG Constitution was removed as the General Faculty (GF) approved the document at its meeting Thursday.

President Bob Sagnia, the drafting committee consisted of Bernie Nall, Bruce Malzberg and Mr. Stanley Fongeld (Political Science). The recommendations of the drafting committee were formally based on a report for the reorganization of SG which had been made the previous year by Mr. Palshold.

The proposals were polished and put into a more concrete form in the General Faculty (GF) and its subcommittees in other matters. Previously, the Student Faculty Committee on Student Activities could overrule SG, and pass the extra-curricular regulation and legislation powers now delegated to SG.

The GF action was a routine recommendation of the General Faculty Committee on Student Activities report on its approval of the Constitution report of its approval of the Constitution.

The GF recommendation went to a vote on the new constitution, which was adopted by the student body in a referendum on May 1, 1962. The last remaining obstacle to the full establishment of the new SG Constitution was removed as the General Faculty (GF) approved the document at its meeting Thursday.

The last remaining obstacle to the full establishment of the new SG Constitution was removed as the General Faculty (GF) approved the document at its meeting Thursday.
What Makes A Good Teacher: Student And Faculty Opinions

By STEVE ABER

"Hey Bob, who's good for Chemistry?" Remember hearing questions like that at registration every semester? And the answer probably came pretty easy. "Take Smith, he's an easy guide to the student's instructor. Should 'inspire the student and Faculty members. The professor should inspire the student and the student should move the teacher to try more interesting and deeper work.

One of the discussion groups decided that faculty members should be a "little" more personal than a textbook and that teachers look for personal communication in the student. Distance of the student from the front of room, Dead Silence, was some thoughts, it was an easy guide to the student's interest. Those in the front row are noted second row look as and so on to the back of the room.

Relaxation, the participants felt, is a key factor in the classroom relations and students, they said, react very poorly to a teacher they fear.

Another group observed the importance of an enthusiastic teacher in a required course. The teacher of such a subject is presented with a great challenge. He must interest the student, the professor asserted, he will at some time encounter an ideology which the students should move the teacher to try more interesting and deeper work.

One student participant noted that Pi*ofessor Hillman Bishop (Political Science) didn't mind if he was told that he was wrong and that he didn't get mad or annoyed. He just told you he's right, the bespectacled student recalled. The groups also concluded that dinners are better than teas for informal student-faculty relations. They didn't mention that there's more to eat at a dinner.

College Awarded Research Funds

The National Science Foundation has awarded the College a grant of $18,840 to encourage research experience for high school and junior college chemistry teachers. The program, to be conducted here during the summer, is under the direction of Dr. Chester B. Kremer (Assistant Dean, Research and Special Projects). Laboratorv work and seminars will be conducted by experienced scientists in all fields of chemistry.

Participants must hold a Master's degree or its equivalent. All the teachers will receive $75 week plus an allowance of $15 per dependent. The deadline for applications is February 15.

Welsh Discusses God Concept

(Continued from Page 1) a concept given "structure" and "orientation" to life. He defined a "religious man" as one who is "gripped" by an ideal.

Absence of God

The "absence of God", therefore, is a very abstract concept of Deity. "You can never say of any definite concept that 'This is God'," he pointed out. Any definite term applied to "God" imposes limits.

Defines Religious Man

Professor Welsh offered the Biblical Society in Washington, D. C. as an example of an organization which considers itself religious but does not assert a belief in God. The Society was brought to court because it declared itself tax-exempt on religious grounds. "The case," he said, "was settled without setting the question. The doctor later observed however that the "militant atheist" is a "religious man," according to his earlier definition, because he is deeply disturbed that there are believers in God.

Professor Welsh's discussion was sponsored by the Philosophy Society.

—Hernstadt

Jobs . . .

Seniors who wish to participate in the College's job placement program must attend one of the following meetings:

Engineering and Science students meet in Townsend Harris Auditorium at 12 Noon on Thursday, Liberal Arts students will meet Thursday, December 12 at 12 Noon in Room 215 Finley.

Applications for summer employment will be accepted until May 10. Interested students can obtain further information from the Placement office, Room 425 Finley.

Witter's '65 Seeks New Apartment

Leave Information in Mailbox in 327 F.

R. I. P.

Witter '63

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

Have a real cigarette—have a CAMEL

Jack and Mary Lambie

WEST COAST AIRPLANE ENTHUSIAST

TURKISH & DOMESTIC BLEND CIGARETTES
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1962

### HAPPY TALK

As we all know, conversation is terribly important on a date. When falls in the conversation run longer than an hour or two, one's partner is inclined to grow weary—evidently. So occasionally one finds it difficult to keep the talk going, especially when she is having a first date with one. What, then, does one do? If one is wise, one follows the brilliant example of Harlow Thurlow.

Harlow Thurlow prepared. That is his simple secret. When Harlow is going to take out a new girl, he makes sure in advance that the conversation will not languish. Before the date he goes to the library and reads all 24 volumes of the encyclopedia and all the better history books on his cuff. Thus he makes sure that no matter what his date's interests are, he will have ample material for the conversation at that time.

Take, for example, Harlow's first date with Priscilla de Gossan, a fat, slapping, blue-eyed girl of a height, handsomely constructed and tight as the dawn.

Harlow was, as always, prepared when he called for Priscilla, and, as always, he did not start to converse immediately. First he took her to dinner because, as everyone knows, it is useless to try to make conversation with an uncooked girl. Her attention span is negligible. Also, her stomach rumbles so loud it is difficult to make yourself heard.

So he took her to a fine steak house where she staked her with golden-brown bread, and mountains of French fries and thickets of enamels and statuettes of fairy tails. Then, at last, dinner was over and she brought two fingernails.

"I hope you enjoyed your dinner, my dear," said Harlow, dipping into his finger bowl. "Oh, it was grandy-dandy!" said Priscilla. "Now let's go somewhere for ribs." • © ,:J

"Later, perhaps," said Harlow. "But right now, I thought we might have a conversation.

"Oh, golly, goody, goodness!" cried Priscilla. "I been looking everywhere for a boy who can carry on a intelligent talk.

"Your search is ended, madam," said Harlow, and pulled back his sleeves and looked at his cuffs to pick a likely topic to start the conversation.

"Oh, war! Oh, larkspur? Those cuffs on which Harlow had painstakingly transcribed so many facts—those cuffs on which he had noted such diverse and fascinating information—those cuffs, I say, were nothing now but a big, blue hole! For Harlow—poor Harlow!—splashing around in the finger bowl, had gotten his cuffs wet and the ink had run and not one word was legible! And Harlow—poor Harlow!—looked upon his coils and broke out in a night sweat and fell dumb.

"I must say," said Priscilla after several silent hours, "that you are a very dull fellow. I'm leaving."

"Then you are not a dull fellow," she cried, and sprang into her taxi. "...all the bite of a very dry martini," High Fidelity. "Inzoned, quick silvery arrangements of the "I Love You" and "I Love You More" theme. Life. His newest, The Colorful Peter Nero (RCA Victor). The woman's answer to "Dony't Ever Leave Me." An evening with you is a "fair" and lovely thing. Life. His newest, The Colorful Peter Nero (RCA Victor). The woman's answer to "Dony't Ever Leave Me."

### UNITED NATIONS...

(Continued from Page 1)

"Looking at UN policy," he added, "our money is being used to further interests that are clearly not our own."

Briefly discussing the history of the Congo, Dr. Van Den Haag claimed that living conditions and school education under Belgian rule were among the highest in Africa. There was no education on the university level, but the Belgians sought to give many Congolese secondary school training. "The Belgians had not prepared the Congo for independence and the consequence was that Mr. Lumumba and Parliament were elected. Mr. Tshombe won a clear majority in Katanga," he said.

"I hope you enjoyed your dinner, my dear," said Harlow, dipping into his finger bowl. "Oh, it was grandy-dandy!" said Priscilla. "Now let's go somewhere for ribs."

"Later, perhaps," said Harlow. "But right now, I thought we might have a conversation."

"Oh, golly, goody, goodness!" cried Priscilla. "I been looking everywhere for a boy who can carry on a intelligent talk."

"Your search is ended, madam," said Harlow, and pulled back his sleeves and looked at his cuffs to pick a likely topic to start the conversation.

"Oh, war! Oh, larkspur? Those cuffs on which Harlow had painstakingly transcribed so many facts—those cuffs on which he had noted such diverse and fascinating information—those cuffs, I say, were nothing now but a big, blue hole! For Harlow—poor Harlow!—splashing around in the finger bowl, had gotten his cuffs wet and the ink had run and not one word was legible! And Harlow—poor Harlow!—looked upon his coils and broke out in a night sweat and fell dumb.

"I must say," said Priscilla after several silent hours, "that you are a very dull fellow. I'm leaving."

"Then you are not a dull fellow," she cried, and sprang into her taxi. "...all the bite of a very dry martini," High Fidelity. "Inzoned, quick silvery arrangements of the "I Love You" and "I Love You More" theme. Life. His newest, The Colorful Peter Nero (RCA Victor). The woman's answer to "Dony't Ever Leave Me." An evening with you is a "fair" and lovely thing. Life. His newest, The Colorful Peter Nero (RCA Victor). The woman's answer to "Dony't Ever Leave Me."

### CLASSIFIED ADS

SUBSCRIPTIONS: 1851 South 1st Science 1 Call L 3-2694, before 9 PM.

LOST Conga watch with inscription. Reward. 415-9057.

LOOKING for help in basic math or science experienced excepted; helpful, very good background: Think! Call LL 1-4714, before 9 PM. for an appointment.

Terr tape types of very recognizable colors. Will also do letter tying. Call Me 7-0633 or Mr. 7-9338

### HAIL THE CONQUERING NERD!

Nero plays and the critics rave on! "... all the bite of a very dry martini," High Fidelity. "Inzoned, quick silvery arrangements of the "I Love You" and "I Love You More" theme. Life. His newest, The Colorful Peter Nero (RCA Victor). The woman's answer to "Dony't Ever Leave Me." An evening with you is a "fair" and lovely thing. Life. His newest, The Colorful Peter Nero (RCA Victor). The woman's answer to "Dony't Ever Leave Me."

### DENNIS WASH your Cuffs and be my love!

The makers of Marlboro cigarettes, who print this column at hideous expense throughout the school year, are very happy for Harlow Thurlow. For all the rest of you who have discovered the pleasures of Marlboro.
Serutan Spelled Backwards...

The General Faculty's approval of the Student Government constitution comes at a particularly inauspicious moment in the annals of student responsibility.

Having long lobbied for increased student control over student affairs, we are taken aback at the antics of some of this election's SG candidates. Their utter disrespect for the body which they seek to govern can only be viewed with disgust. The point has been reached at which the Integrity Ticket's cryptic self-description in the annals of student responsibility. reared at which the Integrity Ticket's cryptic self-description in the annals of student responsibility. may be safely applied to the whole situation.

A Student Government should be a serious business. We can only sit back and apprehensively watch the panic of student and university.
Don't be a meat-head! Get Vitalis with V-7. It keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Naturally. V-7® is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitalis® with V-7 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness, keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try it!

Teacher, Fired Over CD Protest, Speaks At College Peace Forum

By BARBARA SCHWARTZBAUM

A teacher who lost his license for refusing to participate in a school civil defense drill said Thursday that his action was dictated by a moral law superior to the orders of the state.

Speaking here, in a forum of teachers, artists and writers for peace, Mr. James Council declared that the Nuremberg Trials had settled once and for all the precedence of a moral law over all others and warned that the protection of the individual teacher's right to dissent was the "sine qua non" of democracy.

He asserted that his action was intended to protest the Board of Education's "fantasy" that a shelter drill would save the lives of New York school children if there was a nuclear attack. "They think all we have to do is line up in the hallways and we'll all live happily ever after."

Mr. Council characterized this as "idiocy," and said that as the drill occurred during the Cuban crisis, "I felt I had to do everything I could to protest the logic of apocalyptic blackmail with nuclear weapons."

The speaker said he hoped his action would be an example to other teachers who felt as he did but who did not think drills were worth protesting or were afraid of losing their job.

ACLÜ Appeals Case

Mr. Council's case is now being appealed by the American Civil Liberties Union and the United Federation of Teachers on grounds of individual conscience and the "unrealistic" nature of civil defense drills.

Addressing himself to the forum's topic—How to Strengthen the American Peace Movement—Mr. Council said that he did not believe that change could be brought about by numbers. "Peace will be achieved," he said, "by integrat-

21 Great Tobaccos make 20 Wonderful Smokes!

CHESTERFIELD KING tastes great, smokes mild. You get 21 vintage tobaccos grown mild, aged mild and blended mild, and made to taste even milder through its longer length.

Mr. James Council

Gravida Of Conscience
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Addressing himself to the forum's topic—How to Strengthen the American Peace Movement—Mr. Council said that he did not believe that change could be brought about by numbers. "Peace will be achieved," he said, "by integrat-

Also featured on the program were three members of the Living Theatre actors' group for peace who presented anti-war vignettes by George Bernard Shaw. Bedzeit, James Thuerer, Julie Feller and a sixteenth century Italian dramatist. The presentation was sponsored by the Marxist Discussion Club and the Student Peace Union.
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Myth Of Romantic Sir Walter
Exploded By Prof. Johnson

Sir Walter Scott, despite his authorship of Gothic novels, was a great realist. This was expounded here by Professor Edgar Johnson (Chmn., English). Thursday.

Addressing fifteen members of the newly reorganized English Club, Prof. Johnson declared that the intent of an author, as well as his works, must be examined in classifying him as a romantic or realist.

In the instance of Scott, the intention was to write historically. "We should, rather than to scare the reader through the use of the typical Gothic conventions of ghosts, haunted castles, mysterious sounds, and so on.

---

Elections speak. Held and I should get a chance to wit,' "Eiferman complained. 'I ought to endorse Herb Berkowitz ticket endorsed Herb Berkowitz. I think a secret ballot should he democratic" procedure after then.

The elections will be held Monday, December 14. Hunter College. Park Ave. & 69th St.

---

Learn...

Free listening is still a rare being offered by Sigma Alpha, the College's Booster-Service Society. Any subject taught here will be tutor in on request. Those interested may get application forms in Room 152 or Room 340 Finley.

---

STUDENT SPECIAL

LEARN TO DRIVE

at

THE RIGHT AUTO SCHOOL

150 W. 145th St. (Corner Amsterdam) - 6149 B'way (175th St.)

Campus pickup service

All day lessons behind the wheel

Individual private instruction

Applications will be made in the Room 152 or 340 Finley.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL FM 8-1040 - 3-8 PM

---

Get Lucky

Play "Crazy Questions"

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with a nutty, surprising one. If you've done a "Crazy Question." It's the easy new way for students to make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.

Send them, with your name, address, college and class, to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N.Y. Winning entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a $25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

---

Get Lucky

the taste to start with...the taste to stay with

THE QUESTION IS: WHAT'S A PLEASANT, MEMORABLE WAY TO URGING SMOKERS TO BUY LUCKY STRIKE CIGARETTES? When you Get Lucky, you get the famous, fine-tobacco taste that's easy to stick with. You get the great taste that explains why Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. Got it? Then go, go, go. Go out and Get Lucky.

---

Anemic

150 W. 145th St. (Corner Amsterdam) - 6149 B'way (175th St.)

---

OBSERVATION POST

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1962
A strong United States Merchant Marine Academy rifle team was overwhelmed by the College's nimrods 1420-1406 Friday night at the Kings Point range.

Captain Fred Groupin led the Beavers, shooting 291. National Rifle Association regional champ Frank Falke, who is usually the high scorer, had an off night and shot 286—but then most riflers would have been extremely happy with such a score.

Bernie Abramson and Jerry Cretzky broke into the top five scorers with 280. Senior Lavender scorers with 280 for the first time this year with Uretzky broke into the top five scores of 285 and 279 respectively with such a score.

Frank Appison, a swarthy sophomore, won his first varsity saber bout, 6-4, bouncing off a 4-1 deficit on a fine come-back to give the parriers a 12-9 lead. A win from Petit left the Beavers with only one more necessary to wrap the meet up.

By the end of the season the nimrods are expected to have all five men shooting in the 290's. As any math major will confirm, five men shooting in the 290's will make the College's nimrods a total over 1450.

Parriers...

(Continued from Page 8)

power-pack Beaver bench won his bout and Al Turner, one of the hottest gunshots from last year’s team, returned in a fancy display beating Lou Sayin.

Frank Appison, a swarthy sophomore, won his first varsity saber bout, 6-4, bouncing off a 4-1 deficit on a fine come-back to give the parriers a 12-9 lead. A win from Petit left the Beavers with only one more necessary to wrap the meet up.

But Turner lost his fine edge and also lost to Petito lumber Jeff Hartfield, leaving the fourteenth win for Marshall Pastano, who whipped Jeff Ahlil, 5-1.

All-American Vito Manzino won two duels before Locla took him out for a sub. The Beavers had won the meet by then.

Mermaid Place Seventh in Area Relay Carnival

Swimming is really an individual sport. But the higher-ups try to make it a team sport with relay carnivals that require four good men to win the race, rather than one.

So eight of the College’s swimmers combined to pick up twenty points and seventh place in the Eastern Intercollegiate Swimming Association Relay Carnival (the others call it the Easterns) Saturday at NYU’s Quigley Pool (insiders just laugh at that one).

The University of Maryland completely outsprinted the rest of the competition, rolling up 124 points while smashing four meet records.

Sophs Tony Del Moral, Ron Gragor, and Jim Stehler combined with Junior Girard Pessis to take a fourth in the 400-yard Breaststroke and Butterfly Relay.

A time of 4:32.4 gave the Beavers a fourth in the 400-yard Freestyle Medley. Veteran Jack Young, Bob Wohlleber, and Morris Levine, and Danny Mora, a transferee from Brown, worked together in that relay, which was also won by Maryland.

Coach Jack Rider said he was “satisfied” with the times.

Grapplers...

(Continued from Page 8)

at about the seven minute mark of the 157 pound match when Marcantano escaped Miller’s headlock and then proceeded to drop Miller to the mat thereby gaining two points.

About thirty seconds later Miller dropped Marcantano, thereby gaining two points. However, Referee Ed Collins awarded Miller only one point claiming Marcantano had taken half out of the designated boundary area. Coach Sapora protected vehemently but to no avail. The match ended in a tie, but Columbia was awarded the match on the basis of “riding time” because Marcantano was on top more than half the match.

In the next four remaining matches, the Beaver wrestlers were pinned each time. Beaver Bob Stahli displayed a great determination in the 107 pound match. Bob was never on top of his opponent yet he never gave up until finally succumbing to his adversary with a little more than a half minute remaining in the match. At one point during his match, Stahli avoided a pin by holding his shoulders off the mat no more than an inch by sheer strength and determination for over thirty seconds.

Despite the loss, Coach Sapora was anything but chagrined and now is looking forward with high hopes to the next match at Montclair next Saturday.

Coach Jack Rider

Satisfied

ers a fourth in the 400-yard Freestyle Medley. Veteran Jack Young, Bob Wohlleber, and Morris Levine, and Danny Mora, a transferee from Brown, worked together in that relay, which was also won by Maryland.

Coach Jack Rider said he was “satisfied” with the times.

CAMPUS TYPE X

The natural habitat of the Cupcake is the Home Economics kitchen. She believes, as her mother did, that the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach. While this viewpoint might be considered unsophisticated by many of today’s more enlightened male students, none of them has ever been known to turn down a tin of her Fudge-Frosted Nut-Filled Brownies. It is so good to your taste!

To enlighten male students, none of them has ever been known to turn down a tin of her Fudge-Frosted Nut-Filled Brownies.

Pall Mall Presents-

GIRL WATCHER’S GUIDE

Pall Mall’s natural mildness is so good to your taste! So smooth, so satisfying, so downright smokeable!
**Hoosters Lose First Game To Upsala Team By 61-49...**

In order to win a basketball game it is necessary to get the rubber sphere through the big rubber sphere through the metal ring more than the opposition does. The Beaver cagers found this out on Saturday as they outshot and outrebounded their foe, but hit on such a miserable percent-

age of their shots that they lost anyhow.

Better than 1,000 spectators, in-

cluding President Fred G. Gal-

lagher, crowded into Wingate Gym to cheer the Beavers on. On Ray-

mond ("The Bazal") turned out for the game which benefited the Stein Fund for injured au-

thletes.

Upsala won the game 61-49. The victory was the first for the New Jersey school ever scored over a Lavender cage team. The Hoosiers beat Upsala in five previous meetings.

The Beavers obviously missed a big scorer. Don Sidat, was high-

score as expected, but the 6-2 senior had only eleven points. In the previous game (last year's season finals) Tor Nelson popped in 48 points all by himself. Saturday the entire Beaver team had only 49.

For most of the first half the future was something to yell about. After trailing briefly in the opening minutes the Beavers pulled out to a 13-16 lead with 6:18 remaining.

At this point the hoopsters app-

parently decided to give the seven-

keeper a rest. Sidat hit a jumper, but with two minutes remaining, his teammates missed eleven straight shots. Upsala led at inter-

timber 19-16.

The Beavers narrowed the score to 23-27, on a jumper shot by Alex Platit and foul shots by Blatt, Sidat, and Johnny Wyles in the opening minutes of the second half. Then Upsala broke away with a seven point surge to make it 38-27.

For minute it looked as if the Beavers would come back. A three point play by Sam Greene and

Steve Golden uses every inch of his 6-5 frame to take a rebound away from Upsala's Bob Zaranka and Pete Johnson. Golden had seven points and eight rebounds for the evening.

Parriers Depth Upsets Penn; Three Fencers Are Unbeaten

By STEVE ABE

The College's fencing team over a strong contingent from the University of Pennsylvania Saturday.

Reserve depth proved the win-

ning factor as the Beavers lost the first round 6-3 but pulled away from the invaders from Columbia a few minutes before the final buzzer. The big rubber sphere through the metal ring moved times than the opposition does. The Beaver cagers found this out on Saturday as they outshot and outrebounded their foe, but hit on such a miserable percent-

age of their shots that they

...Hope To Win Second Over Columbia Tonight

Tonight the College basketball team will travel two sub-

way stops to the south in an attempt to pick up their first win. The Beavers stand a very good chance of doing it against a weak Columbia squad.

Lavender Grapplers Trounced By Columbia; Taylor Tames Lion For Only Beaver Win

The College's wrestling team opened its season much as expected by dropping a 28-17 decision to Columbia Saturday. Despite the score, Beaver Coach Joe Sapora had nothing but praises for his men.

The Lions took the lead from the first match in which Mike Marcantano got a 6-2 decision over Arty Klink. Captain John Miller was leading man in that match.

The Lions had 6 of 7 in the opening match. Coach Rohan called it "amazing." Coach Rohan witnessed the 6-1 loss to Upsala yet had nothing but "admiration for the way Dave Polansky coaches." After last year's senior team hard-

edly expected the College to field any team at all.

In particular, Coach Rohan called Don Sidat's "a fine shooter." He said Steve Golden had "a good touch for a boy that size." He thought the Beavers generally "looked good although they're losing."

The Lions have a 6-5 opt to match Golden. Coach Rohan has passed up two 6-7 seniors to
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